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Abstract. Structured tabular summarization tremendously helps humans understand a topic, e.g. Wikipedia infoboxes. However, few methods exist to generate
summary of research papers although it is time taking and painstaking to read
a paper and even more difficult to infer its merits and limitations. We propose
a method to generate structured summary of research papers. We turn to opinion of citing papers, because they are shown to be more focused than abstracts
and contain additional information. This paper is a first step towards structured
summarization of research papers using citing papers.
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Introduction

There is a plethora of research papers, making it hard for students and researchers to be
abreast with the literature. Skimming through a research paper to get the broad ideas
in the paper is an art. Judging positive and negative is best left to experts and requires
time. Thus, the problem of quickly gaining insights about a research paper remains
unaddressed. We propose to utilize opinion and summaries in citation contexts to address this problem. A citation context of a paper P, is the set of sentences about P in
other articles which cite P. Citation context contains concise and precise analysis about
a paper due to the space limitations in papers and due to the high quality of a paper in
terms of correctness. This paper envisions to summarize these opinions and summaries
from all citing papers and present in a table with five columns: summary, related work,
strengths, limitations, and extensions. Such an example summary of an Information
Extraction system, KnowItAll 4 is presented in Figure 1.
Problem statement Our problem can be divided into two sub-problems.
(i) Classifying citation context into one or more of the five classes. This is challenging
because we have limited training data that classifies citation context. Secondly, very
few techniques exist for sentiment analysis of research papers in more than two
classes.
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(ii) Generating summary snippets and merging similar statements from the classified
citation contexts. e.g. given a negative citation context: “We use the CPS transformation (citation) but our implementation is simplified by the fact that we start from
a normalized direct style representation”. We want a summary statement from this
that says, “CPS transformation’s implementation is not simple”. We keep this as
future work.

Fig. 1. Our Vision: Structured summarization

Related Work. Although sentiment analysis is a well-studied topic, sentiment analysis
of citation context got surprisingly less attention in the research community. Sentiments
in citation contexts differ in both structure and language from standard use cases e.g.
product reviews, thus standard sentiment analysis of citation context using lexical resources for instance, leads to poor coverage and accuracy [1].
Some attempts [2] have been made to utilize the sentiments of citation context by
manually classifying sentiments as positive or negative. Other approaches [3] rely on
manually defined phrase based rules for classifying sentiments. However, no large scale
automated sentiment analysis over citation context exists. Further, these approaches
have considered only classified citation context in two or three classes [3][1], although
citation context can be leveraged in more than these two classes.
In one of the first attempts, [4] describe paper summarization as a classification
task and classify each sentence in an article into aim, contrast and background. They
do not leverage the citation context for summarization. A seminal approach in [5], [6]
leverages citation context for summarization. Their approach is primarily geared towards multiple document summarization and less focused on single paper summarization. They consider the phrases in citation context as unstructured summarization i.e.
consisting of uncategorized sentences, but do not consider the sentiments of the citation context. Unlike existing approaches that provide unstructured summarization of a
research paper, our goal is to perform structured summarization of a research paper.

Contribution. This paper aims at filling the gap between sentiment analysis and citation
context summarization by proposing a structured summarization approach. An example
that depicts our goal is shown in Figure 1.
– Unlike standard sentiment analysis for items like product review, we propose an
automated approach directed towards research papers.
– Unlike standard summarization approach that is unstructured, we provide structured summarization of research papers that is more desired.
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Methodology

Structured summarization of a research paper can be viewed as classification of a citation context into one or more of the following classes: summary, related work, strengths,
limitations, and extensions. The classification problem here is multilabel because a citation context can belong to one or more classes. Consider the following citation context
that summarizes the paper as well as describes an application of the work, “The (KnowItAll system) employs the same generic patterns as Hearst (e.g., NPs such as NP1, NP2,
), and more besides, to extract a whole range of facts that can be exploited for web-based
question-answering”. Multilabel classification can lead to an intermediate summarization as presented in Figure 2.
We use a Language Model(LM) approach for classification of citation context. In
brief, language models are constructed for each of the five classes. Subsequently, the
most likely language models that would have generated a citation context are estimated.
Our LM based classification approach is similar to a sentiment classification approach
used in [7].
LM construction. Given a collection of citation contexts D, we manually annotate them
into the five classes : summary, related work, strengths, limitations, and extensions. We
identify the “opinion vocabulary”, consisting of two kinds of terms: phrases denoting
the context, and opinion terms describing opinions on the cited paper. In the opinion
vocabulary, bigrams are taken as context while unigram verbs, adjectives, and adverbs
are assumed to be opinion related.
An LM Mci of a particular class ci is estimated as the interpolation of a bigram
phrase denoting context B and a unigram opinion term U over all phrases and opinion
terms in the collection. Such an interpolated LM benefits from two LMs.
PM ci (ti |D) = (1 − α)PB (ti |D) + αPU (ti |D)
where PB (ti |D): LM of D over binary terms, PU (ti |D):LM of D over unary terms, ti :
a term and α: interpolation parameter (estimated by minimizing perplexity). The unigram and bigram models are obtained using the general form: P (ti |D) = P c(ti ,D)
c(tj ,D)
tj ∈D

where c(tj , D) denotes the frequency of term tj in the collection D. Further, Good Turing smoothing is applied because several out of vocabulary(OOV) words could exist.

Classifying the citation context. The citation context is modeled as a query QCT by
extracting the binary and unigram patterns from the citation context, QCT = {B ∪ U }
Similarly to LM usage in information retrieval, we estimate the query likelihood of a
query given the LM of each class ci .
Y
P (ti |Mci )
P (QCT |Mci ) =
ti ∈QCT

In case of single label classification, the model that has the highest likelihood of
generating the query is selected. However, we consider a multilabel classification that
requires an additional step. Our hypothesis is that if two or more LMs have query likelihood in the neighborhood δ of the best LM, then the LMs should also be accepted since
the problem is multilabel classification. On the other hand, LMs whose query likelihood
is futher off from the best LM should not be considered. We empirically estimate δ.

Fig. 2. Classification of citation contexts
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Experiments

Experimental Setup. We use a standard multilabel classification metric, Average Precision, which computes accuracy(precision) of each class and averages them over all
the classes. Citation contexts for research papers are available online on Microsoft Academic search engine 5 . There is no annotated dataset for our purpose, so we create an
annotated set of 30 research papers, totaling an annotation of 500 citation contexts.
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Baseline: As a baseline for multilabel classification, we use Random k-Labelsets
with Naive Bayes algorithm as the basis [8]. As features for the baseline, we consider
the combinations of the following: (i) Adjectives in each class, (ii) Verbs, (iii) n-grams.
Experimental results. The baseline is trained and language models are constructed on a
total of 500 labeled citation contexts in the collection D. A combination of adjectives,
verbs and bigrams achieves 68.54% average precision, see Table 1, marginally beating
the LM. We postulate that the LM accuracy could be further improved by increasing
and cleaning the collection e.g. “limitation” class has only 47 instances annotated out
of 500. Learning difficult underlying patterns with small dataset leads to low precision
for that class as well as reduces the overall average precision of the experiment.
Classifier
Features
Average Precision(%)
Baseline
Adj
65.54
Baseline
Verb
66.30
Baseline
Adj+Verb
67.48
Baseline
Adj+Verb+Bigram
68.54
LM Bigram terms B + Unigram terms U
67.00
Table 1. Average precision of MultiLabel Classifier
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Conclusion

We introduced a new framework based on citation sentiments for structured summarization of a research paper. Our results are encouraging given the simplicity of our
model i.e. multilabel classification. In the future, we would enhance our approach by
employing more sophisticated algorithms like LDA and address snippet generation.
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